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1.   INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the most common type of noise path control mechanism is passive control through the use 
of porous polyurethane foam absorbers, dense rubber barriers, or multi-layered absorber-barrier systems.  
These acoustic treatments can be designed to dissipate sound energy within their structures, and/or 
transfer the incident sound energy through their structures.   Sound energy dissipation within a porous 
structure, known as sound absorption, is caused because sound is converted into small amounts of heat 
when it is forced to travel from pore to pore.  Sound absorption is a very important factor when a designer 
is setting noise specifications on systems that incorporate porous or multi-layered acoustic treatments.  It 
is necessary to quantify the sound absorption effectiveness of acoustic treatments.  The sound absorption 
coefficient, valued between 0 and 1 and a function of frequency, is typically used for sound absorption 
quantification. It is defined as the ratio of the amount of sound energy absorbed within and transmitted 
through a treatment material to the amount of sound energy incident on that material. 

Most manufacturers and engineers rely heavily on well-defined experimental measurements of sound 
absorption to predict treatment performance.  Two traditional experimental methods for the quantification 
of the sound absorption coefficient are the reverberation decay time method and the two microphone 
impedance tube method.  These two methods work very well for property definition and comparison 
between different absorptive materials, however, they fall short of accurate prediction of a material's 
properties after installation into an engineering system.  A newer method of measurement is capable of 
measuring the sound absorption coefficient of a material after it is installed, or in-situ.  This could be very 
useful to engineers and scientists who wish to understand how the mounting conditions of an acoustic 
treatment affect its sound energy absorption.   

This study presents brief theory on the traditional methods of sound absorption coefficient 
measurement along with some of their pitfalls.  A detailed discussion on the theory and implementation of 
the in-situ method is presented.  Finally, four multi-layered acoustic treatment materials were tested using 
traditional and in-situ techniques in order to compare the effectiveness of the in-situ method. 
 
2.   THEORY OF TRADITIONAL METHODS 
 
A.  The Reverberation Decay Time Method 
 The reverberation decay time method is thoroughly outlined by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO)

1
.  The method utilizes a reverberation chamber in which decay times are measured 

with a known surface area of acoustic material in the room.  The decay time, T, is the amount of time 
taken for the acoustic pressure to drop by a given amount, usually defined in decibels (dB).   For 
example, T60 is the most common decay time and is the time, in seconds, for the sound pressure in the 
room to decay by 60 dB.  The decay times are calculated in all desired frequency bands of interest for the 
empty chamber and the chamber with the acoustic material inside.  From this, Equations (1) and (2) can 
be used to compute the sound absorption coefficient of the acoustic material.  In Equation (1), V is the 
volume of the chamber in meters, c is the speed of sound in air, T is the reverberation time in seconds 
per decay (dB), and ASAB is the absorption of the room in Sabins or m

2
.  In Equation (2), Amat is the 

absorption in Sabins of the chamber with the material inside, Aref is the absorption in Sabins of the empty 
chamber, S is the surface area of the material, α1 is the sound absorption coefficient of the area of the 



chamber covered by the material sample, and α is the sound absorption coefficient of the material.  
Typically, if the surface of the chamber covered by the material is highly reflective, the α1 term is 
considered negligible

1
.   
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B.  The Two Microphone Impedance Tube Method 
 The two microphone impedance tube method is governed by an American Society for Testing and 
Materials Standard (ASTM)

2
.  An impedance tube is an acoustically hard tube with a loudspeaker on one 

end and the acoustic material sample on the other end.  With a broadband signal propagating from the 
loudspeaker, a frequency response function (FRF) is measured between the two phase-matched 
condenser microphones which are placed at set distances along the length of the tube.  Each measured 
FRF must be phase calibrated according to the procedure presented in the governing standard.  In this 
fashion, the sound absorption coefficient can be computed over a frequency range limited by the diameter 
of the tube and the spacing of the microphones using the calibrated FRF, H(jω).  To increase the 
frequency range of a given measurement, tubes of different diameter and/or different microphone spacing 
can be utilized.  Equations (3) and (4) define the algorithm for the computation of the sound absorption 
coefficient, α, from H(jω).  Here k is the wave number (2πƒ/c), s is the center-to-center distance between 
the microphones, l is the distance from the face of the test sample to the center of the nearest 
microphone, and R(jω) is the complex reflection coefficient.   
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3.   THEORY OF IN-SITU METHOD 
 The in-situ sound absorption coefficient measurement method utilizes one loudspeaker source and 
one omni-directional microphone.  The method, originally standardized for road surface absorption 
characterization by the ISO

3
, can be adapted for multi-layered acoustic material property measurement.  

The basis for the method uses a broadband deterministic stationary input signal to excite a linear time-
invariant (LTI) system.  If the system is not of the LTI type, this method will not yield reliable results

5
.  The 

microphone records sound pressure over the duration of the input signal which is used to compute the 
impulse response function (IRF) of the LTI system.  Collection of several of these IRFs can lead to the 
computation of the sound absorption coefficient.   
 If the input signal is carefully chosen, the computation of the IRFs from the sound pressure trace can 
be simplified a great deal.  First Equation (5) must be considered, which states that the circular cross 
correlation of a given input signal with a given output signal, Φxy(k), equals the auto correlation of the 
input signal, Φxx(k), convolved with the IRF of the LTI system, h(k).  If an input signal exists that is 
deterministic, stationary, and has an auto correlation approximating the Dirac delta function, δ(k), then the 
IRF of the system simply becomes the cross correlation between the loudspeaker input and the 
microphone output

3-5
.   
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A signal does exist that meets these specifications and is known as a maximal length sequence 

(MLS).  An MLS is a binary sequence formed using a linear feedback shift register with specific feedback 
taps.  The length of the MLS signal, L, must always be of a length abiding by Equation (6) where m is an 
integer.  Also, the duration of the MLS signal must be longer than the expected IRF from the system to 
capture the entire output

5-6
.  For more information on the creation of MLS signals, see references 5-6.  
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Once the binary MLS sequence is created the zeros are mapped to ones and ones are mapped to 
negative ones producing a sequence suitable for playback through a loudspeaker.  Another benefit of this 
type of input signal is that the crest factor, or ratio of peak voltage to average rms voltage, is extremely 
low, allowing for accurate results in measurement environments with very low signal-to-noise ratios.  Now 



since the auto correlation of the MLS signal approximates δ(k), the IRF of the LTI system is simply the 
circular cross correlation between the system input and output.  The question arises as to how the circular 
cross correlation can be computed using a single microphone technique.   

The properties of an MLS signal can be exploited by utilizing a mathematical tool known as the Fast 
Hadamard Transform (FHT) in conjunction with knowledge of the input signal.  Using knowledge of the 
input signal properties, the output signal can be rearranged, operated on by the FHT, and rearranged 
once again resulting in the IRF of the system.  Chu

5
 presents a great example of this process, and 

Gumas
7
 provides an elegant algorithm for the application of the FHT to any signal.  The steps to solving 

for the IRF of an LTI system given only the output of the system generated from an MLS input are 
organized in brief format below.   

1. Factor the right, circularly delayed version of the MLS signal, MLxL, into two matrices, RLxm and 
CmxL. 

2. Tag the rows of R and the columns of C with their binary number equivalents. 
3. Reorder the elements of the output vector from the system microphone, s, using the binary 

column tags of C, adding a zero in the first element of s. 
4. Apply the FHT to the reordered s vector to obtain the unordered IRF. 
5. Omit the first element of the unordered IRF and reorder it by the reverse of the row tags of R to 

obtain the true IRF, h(t).   
After h(t) has been obtained, there is still the problem of separating the impulse responses within the 

IRF of the system.  For each IRF that is measured against a surface and calculated there will be two 
primary impulses followed in time by parasitic reflections.  The first of these impulses will occur at the time 
when the primary impulse passes the microphone.  The second impulse will represent the reflected wave 
from the surface under test and occur later in time than the incident impulse.  Generally these two 
impulses overlap because the microphone is placed very close to the surface under test.  Therefore, 
simple temporal windowing usually will not suffice for impulse separation.  Instead, a measurement can 
be taken in a totally anechoic environment with exactly the same microphone-to-speaker dimensions and 
digital signal processing parameters.  After the cross correlation, this will result in an IRF that has only the 
incident impulse present.  This incident impulse can then be subtracted from the IRF of the system under 
test to leave only the reflected impulse from the material surface

3
.  It should be noted that time domain 

signal subtraction requires high time domain resolution, i.e. a very high sampling rate.   
After the incident and reflected impulses are separated through signal subtraction, each needs to be 

time windowed to eliminate the effects of echoes and parasitic reflections.  A half Blackman-Harris 
window is suggested for this step

4
.  The reciprocal of the length of the window will determine the lower 

limit of the valid frequency range of the test.  Also, the length of the time window, along with the distances 
of the speaker and microphone from the test surface, will determine the maximum radius of sampled 
area, rmsa, by Equation (7).  The distance between the speaker and the test surface is ds, the distance 
between the microphone and the test surface is dm, and Tw is the length of the time window.   
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Once the windowed IRFs of the incident and reflected waves are found, the FRFs of the system can 

then easily be found by applying the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the IRFs.  Equations (8), (9), and 
(10) illustrate how the FRFs from three different IRFs are used to calculate the sound absorption 
coefficient

3-5
.   
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Equation (8) is the geometric spreading factor defined by ds and dm. Equation (9) is the sound power 

reflection coefficient, Qw, defined by the geometrical spreading factor and the FRFs of the reflected, Hr(ƒ), 
and incident, Hi(ƒ), impulses.  The sound power reflection coefficient is calculated for the acoustic 



treatment under test, Qw-mat, and an acoustically hard reference surface, Qw-ref.  The reference surface 
measurement acts as the error function for the test

3
.  In both sound power reflection coefficient 

calculations, Hi(ƒ) remains the same but the reflected FRFs are the ones associated with the respective 
tests.  The sound absorption coefficient is then calculated using Equation (10). 
 
4.   EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Materials Tested for Comparison 
 Four multi-layered acoustic treatments provided by Blachford, Inc. were tested in this study.  All 
materials were measured using the three techniques outlined above.  The material model numbers, 
descriptions, and sample sizes are listed below. 

• Blachford BYY-14E 
o 5 mm open cell polyurethane foam - 1 mm rubber barrier - 25 mm open cell polyurethane foam:  

Surface area of 1.399 m
2
 

• Blachford BPRPR-14I 
o 19 mm cotton fiber - 1 mm rubber barrier - 25 mm cotton fiber:  Surface area of 1.681 m

2
 

• Blachford BPRPR-14E 
o 19 mm cotton fiber - 1 mm rubber barrier - 19 mm cotton fiber:  Surface area of 1.724 m

2
 

• Blachford 2-DT/USC3 
o 5 mm textured rubber barrier - 12 mm dense polyurethane foam:  Surface area of 1.399 m

2
 

 
B. Traditional Testing Methods 

The reverberation room decay time method was used simply to verify that the two microphone 
impedance tube method was producing valid results.  The samples were positioned in the center of the 
chamber, non-parallel to any walls, and taped on their edges to prevent as much edge absorption as 
possible.  Decay times were measured ten times at six locations throughout the chamber creating 60 
averages.  The valid third octave frequency range of the reverberation chamber used was determined to 
be 315 Hz to 5 kHz based on the room volume of 48.388 m

3
 and the measured room absorption.  A 01dB 

Symphonie data acquisition unit and its associated software package, dBbati32, was used to collect 
decay times and compute the sound absorption coefficients. 

The two microphone impedance tube method was implemented using a Brüel & Kjær (B&K) type 
4206 impedance tube with tube diameters of 100 mm and 29 mm.  The larger of the tubes provided a 
valid frequency range of 100 Hz to 1.6 kHz and the smaller provided a valid frequency range of 500 Hz to 
6.4 kHz.  The data from these two tubes were then combined to produce absorption coefficient results 
valid from 100 Hz to 6.4 kHz.  The FRFs between the microphones were recorded directly using Spectral 
Dynamics Siglab data acquisition hardware and its associated software package, VNA.  All post 
processing of the recorded FRFs was done using custom developed software based in Mathwork's 
MATLAB environment whose graphical user interface (GUI) can be seen in Figure(1).   

The material samples used in the impedance tube were cut to the inner dimension of each tube using 
a water jet cutting machine.  This was done to ensure accurate dimensional tolerances on the samples.  It 
was hypothesized that any small difference between the diameter of the material sample and that of the 
inside of the tube would cause large variances in the sound absorption coefficient.  This effect should be 
more visible in the 29 mm diameter tube since small differences in diameter result in large differences in 
boundary pressure loading.  To test this hypothesis, samples were cut at the nominal tube dimensions, 2 
mm oversized on the diameter, and 2 mm undersized on the diameter for both tube diameters. 
 
C.  In-Situ Testing Method 

The in-situ method was implemented using a B&K type HP1001 sound source, a B&K type 4205 
noise generator, a B&K type 4135 ¼" condenser microphone, and a measurement frame that was built in-
house.  Figure (2) shows the measurement chain used to measure the sound absorption coefficient in-
situ.  The measurement frame was designed to keep the distance between the speaker, microphone, and 
surface under test strictly constant through all measurements.  The measurement frame produced 
dimensions of ds = 7.62 mm and dm = 0.5377 m resulting in a maximum radius of sampled area equal to 
0.5356 m if a 2 millisecond time window was utilized in post processing.  The Spectral Dynamics Siglab 
data acquisition hardware and its associated VFG software was used to send the MLS signal to the 
sound source, and the VNA software was used to record the microphone time trace.  



An MLS signal of size m = 11, L = 2047 points, was used as the input to the system with a sampling 
rate of 51.2 kHz.  This produced an input signal of duration 39.98 milliseconds.  Since the duration of the 
IRF of the sound source was 2.5 milliseconds, this was deemed long enough to record the entire 
response of the test system.  The sampling rate of 51.2 kHz provided enough time domain resolution to 
accurately perform the signal subtraction separation technique.  An impulse response measurement was 
made in an anechoic chamber and was used for signal subtraction.  After signal separation, the incident 
and reflected impulses were time domain windowed using a 2 millisecond half Blackman-Harris window 
resulting in a frequency range lower limit of 500 Hz.   

It was determined that the frequency response of the measurement chain, which was dominated by 
the frequency response of the sound source, would negatively affect the acquisition of accurate IRFs.  To 
combat this issue, the MLS signal was pre-filtered to account for the inverse FRF of the measurement 
chain using an inverse FHT (IFHT) technique presented by Mommertz

8
.  The MLS signal was sent 

through the system in an anechoic environment and the microphone output was recorded.  The FHT was 
applied to the output to produce the IRF.  The FFT was applied to the IRF to produce the FRF which was 
then inverted.  The inverted system FRF was then taken through an inverse FFT to produce the inverse 
IRF.  The IFHT was then applied to the inverse IRF resulting in the digitally pre-filtered version of the input 
MLS signal.  This signal was used for all of the final testing. 

Software for this technique was developed in-house utilizing Mathwork's MATLAB environment.  The 
software provided the functions listed below and the GUI is shown in Figure (1). 

• Created and stored MLS signals of different lengths and sample rates for input from Siglab. 

• Imported the recorded material time traces. 

• Computed and stored the global impulse response of the material using the FHT algorithm. 

• Separated the incident and reflected impulse responses using the signal subtraction technique 
using a provided anechoic impulse response measurement. 

• Calibrated the sound absorption coefficient using the error function calculated from the hard surface 
reference measurement. 

• Computed the incident and reflected FRFs by performing the FFT on the time windowed impulse 
responses. 

• Computed and stored the sound absorption coefficient based on the calibrated FRFs. 
 
5.   COMPARISON OF RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Figure (3) shows the effects of the different boundary conditions on the absorption coefficient of  the 
29 mm diameter sample of the Blachford BPRPR-14I.  All other materials followed the same trends.  It is 
evident that an undersized sample causes the sound absorption coefficient to shift upward in frequency 
and amplitude.  An oversized sample causes the absorption coefficient to shift downward in both 
frequency and amplitude.  This validates the hypothesis that the impedance tube samples must be cut 
with very tight tolerances in order to insure accurate results.   
 The IRF and corresponding FRF of an in-situ measurement made on a hard surface are displayed in 
Figure (4).  Notice the flat broadband nature of the FRF created from the IFHT pre-filtering process.  The 
IRF, zoomed on the first 3 milliseconds, displays examples of both the windowed incident and reflected 
impulses from the surface.   
 Figures (5) through (8) show the comparison, in one third octave bands, of the sound absorption 
coefficients for each material using the three different methods.  The results of the decay time method 
and the impedance tube method seem to agree.  The slight discrepancies between these techniques can 
be explained by the sample sizes and reverberation room volume.  The sizes of the samples used in the 
decay time method were relatively small compared to the volume of the reverberation room which could 
result in measurement inaccuracies.  Also, small dimensional errors in the nominal sized impedance tube 
samples may be the reason for some discrepancies as well.  Overall, these methods seem to validate 
each other considering the variability in each of the tests. 
 The in-situ method does not appear to correlate with the other two methods for the BYY-14E, 
BPRPR-14I, and BPRPR-14E materials.  The data for the 2-DT/USC3 material, on the other hand, does 
appear to correlate with other 2 measurement methods.  This leads to the conclusion that most likely the 
sample sizes for the in-situ tests were too small, even though they did abide by Equation (7).  The in-situ 
tests were performed on a highly reflective surface.  If the maximum sampled area was larger than the 
material samples' area, the measured absorption coefficient would be decreased due to the presence of 
extra reflecting planes in the measurement area.  The three materials that did not correlate well were very 
absorptive samples.  If an absorptive sample was too small, it would appear to have a greatly reduced 



absorption coefficient from the presence of extra reflecting planes.  The Blachford 2-DT/USC3 was a very 
reflective sample, meaning that the error from a sample that included extra reflecting planes would have 
had less overall impact on the absorption coefficient.  The results agree with this interpretation.  This 
small sample effect would also have more influence on low frequencies, which is evidenced in the results.   
 In conclusion, an in-situ method for measuring the sound absorption coefficient of acoustic treatments 
was implemented.  The results from the in-situ method did not correlate well over all frequencies but it is 
believed that it would have produced better results with larger material samples.  This should be verified 
in the future to assure accurate results can be attained with this method.  It is hypothesized that the 
geometric spreading factor, Equation (8), and/or the radius of maximum sampled area, Equation (7), 
should be considered as a function of frequency.  At this time no new theoretical or empirical formulas 
have been developed for this purpose. 

This in-situ method of sound absorption coefficient measurement could be of use in many industries 
including the automotive industry which could benefit from the ability to measure surfaces such as seats, 
door panels, and headliners after installation.  Future work would include the testing of this technique on 
these types of production surfaces.  This technique could also be extended to measure reverberation 
times of enclosures, such as automobile cabins, as demonstrated by Chu

5
. 
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Figure (1) - Customized software GUIs for the in-situ method (left) and impedance tube (right). 

 
Figure (2) - Measurement chain setup for the in-situ acquisition of sound absorption coefficients 
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Figure (3) - Sensitivity of the 29 mm diameter impedance tube to boundary condition variability 
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Figure (4) - windowed IRFs and FRFs from in-situ measurement of a hard reference surface 
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Figure (5) - Comparison of absorption coefficient measurement methods for Blachford BYY-14E 
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Figure (6) - Comparison of absorption coefficient measurement methods for Blachford BPRPR-14I 
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Figure (7) - Comparison of absorption coefficient measurement methods for Blachford BPRPR-14E 
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Figure (8) - Comparison of absorption coefficient measurement methods for Blachford 2-DT/USC3 

 


